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The unconstrained action corresponding to the dynamics of spatially homogeneous scalar fluctu-
ations over the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) background is derived using the Dirac gener-
alized Hamiltonian approach with a special choice of admissible gauge-xing condition. The results
are applied to so-called negative mode problem in description of tunneling transitions with gravity.
Spectrum of fluctuations about the Coleman-De Luccia bounce is investigated and a negative mode
justifying the false vacuum decay picture is found.
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One of the interesting and widely exploiting cosmological models is based on the theory of a scalar eld coupled
to gravity. Such a remarkable phenomena as inflation and metastable (false) vacuum decay are usually discussed
in frame of this model. For complete description of this processes it is very important to know the properties of
perturbations to the background congurations describing an inflation or vacuum decay. The cosmological pertur-
bations in Lorentzian regime are related to the cosmic microwave background radiation and large scale structure
formation [1{3]. Furthermore the perturbations in the Euclidean version of the theory dene one loop correction to
the bubble nucleation rate and determine quantum state of materialized bubble [4]. However, because of gravity the
model contains gauge degrees of freedom and to extract this type information one should nd the unique dynamics of
proper physical variables. In Euclidean gravity the presence of the gauge freedom manifests itself in the well known
conformal factor problem. In pure gravity it is possible to cure this problem either at the level of prescription [5], or
via the careful gauge xing [6]. For scalar perturbations in the theory of the scalar eld coupled to gravity it is only
spatially homogeneous modes which suer from the conformal factor problem (see e.g. [9]).
In spite of much interest [7,8,2,9{11,3] in the theory of scalar eld in closed FRW Universe there is no satisfactory
derivation of unconstrained quadratic action solely in terms of physical variables. In the well known review [1] only
for the flat FRW cosmology elimination of unphysical variables has been considered. Existing reductions for the
case of closed FRW Universe are done in such a way that the Faddeev-Popov determinant is proportional either to
time derivative of a scale factor [7] or to the derivative of a scalar eld [2], which however are singular for certain
background congurations.
The aim of the present note is to consider the theory of a scalar eld coupled to closed FRW type background
and to treat the dynamics of small perturbations in the framework of conventional theory of degenerate Lagrangian
systems [12,13]. We will restrict ourselves to the most problematic sector of homogeneous scalar perturbations. We
apply standard reduction procedure using the gauge-xing condition that is argued to be an admissible and reduce the
system of coupled gravitational and scalar eld perturbations to the dynamical system with a single physical degree
of freedom. As an application of obtained results, it will be shown that there is a negative mode in the spectrum of
small perturbations around the certain background solutions (describing false vacuum decay) in accordance with the
consistent interpretation of metastable vacuum decay [4]. On the other hand this result contradicts to the conclusions
about the absence of negative mode arrived in [8{11,2] where the dierent gauges have been used. This contradiction
addresses to the more solid understanding of the role of gauge-xing procedure in description of false vacuum decay
with gravitation and has to be studied further.














where  = 8G is the reduced Newton’s constant and V ()- the scalar eld potential.
We expand the metric and the scalar eld over an FRW type background
ds2 = a()2
−(1 + 2A())d2 + γij(1− 2Ψ())dxidxj ;
 = ’() + (); (2)
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where γij is the three-dimensional metric on the constant curvature space sections, a and ’ are the background eld
values and A; Ψ and  are small perturbations. The background elds a and ’ satisfy the equations
H2 −H0 +K = 
2
’02; (3)
2H0 +H2 +K = 
2
(−’02 + 2 a2V (’)); (4)
’00 + 2H’0 + a2 V
’
= 0; (5)
where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to conformal time , H := a0=a, and K is the curvature parameter,
which has the values 1, 0, -1 for closed, flat and open universes respectively. In what follows we are interested in
closed case, but we do not specify the value of K now in order to see how it enters in nal expressions.
Expanding the total action, keeping terms of second order in perturbations, and using the background equations,
we nd
S = S(0) + S(2); (6)
where S(0) is the action for the background solution and S(2) is quadratic in perturbations with the Lagrangian for











−(2’00 + 2a2 V
’
 + 12HΨ0 − 12KΨ)A− 2(H0 + 2H2 −K)A2

: (7)
To obtain the unconstrained system corresponding to the degenerate Lagrangian (7) we will follow the conventional


























we nd the primary constraint C1 := A = 0.
Thus the evolution is governed by the total Hamiltonian
HT = HC + uA()A; (11)
with arbitrary function uA() and canonical Hamiltonian










































Conservation of primary constraint gives the secondary constraint










The primary and the secondary constraints are the rst class one and there are no ternary constraints. The existence
of constraints in the system as usually means the presence of unphysical variables and that the whole system has
no unique dynamics. To nd the physical degrees of freedom with unique evolution one should x the gauge and
2
solve the constraints. There are two possible general strategies: either to exclude perturbations of scalar eld (
and ) or the gravitational degrees of freedom (Ψ and Ψ). The approach developed in [8{11,2] is based on the
rst possibility.1 Having in mind that i) spherically symmetric gravity has no propagating degrees of freedom and
ii) in the limit  ! 0 we should recover scalar eld theory in flat space, we prefer the second possibility. From the
Eq.(13) we see that solving constraint we divide either to ’0 or to H or to a2. Since ’0 and a0 might have zero(s)
by solving constraints we might introduce extra singularities in quadratic action. For closed universe the scale factor
a is vanishing for some  = . Since we are interested in perturbations which vanish for  ! , the coordinate
singularity a() = 0 looks most harmless.
Thus having this argumentation we use the following gauge xing conditions
1 := A = 0 ; 2 :=

6Ka2pγ Ψ = 0 ; (14)
which obey the following canonical algebra:
fCi; Cjg = fi; jg = 0; fi; Cjg = ij : (15)

























































































Note that the obtained action has correct overall sign, whereas the reduction scheme based on exclusion of perturba-
tions of scalar eld [2] leads to the quadratic action with the \wrong" overall sign for the homogeneous perturbations
under consideration.





























one nds that the dynamics of physical variable q is governed by the simple harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian
1Note that the gauge invariant formulation in [2] corresponds to the gauge choice GMST :=  = 0, and hence the Faddeev-
Popov determinant is '′.
2In what follows we do not need explicit form of Dirac brackets. Here we only note that in our case Dirac brackets locally





























Thus, the unconstrained quadratic action for a single physical variable q; q2 = q2=
p












Here may be it is in order to mention that the obtained action has two attractive features. In the limit of  ! 0
one obtains quadratic action for a scalar eld in flat space-time. Apart from this the action allows us to consider the
limit of slowly varying scalar eld ’0 ! 0.
The derived reduced system can be used for canonical quantization of the homogeneous sector of cosmological
perturbations and for investigation of the negative mode problem in tunneling transitions with gravitation. In what
follows we will concentrate on the second application.
The false vacuum decay is described by the bounce solution of Euclidean equations [15,16]. Value of the Euclidean
action at the bounce gives leading exponential factor in decay rate. Quadratic action denes one loop corrections. It is
remarkable that in the spectrum of small perturbations about bounce in flat space-time there is exactly one negative
mode [4]. This mode is responsible for making correction to the ground-state energy imaginary, i.e. justifying decay
interpretation. When gravity is included this negative mode was not found so far [11]. We can use our reduction
scheme to investigate this problem.
Relevant object for tunneling transitions is the Euclidean action which can be obtained from the action Eq. (23)















where _= d=d and






























q + U [a(); ’()]q = Eq : (27)
Now, we can investigate the negative mode problem for concrete cases of background solutions numerically. Let’s




(’2(’− v)2 + B’4): (28)








is positive denite. If this factor becomes negative for some region(s) of , the Euclidean analog of the canonical transformation
Eq.(20) becomes singular. Actually in this case there is no need to perform the canonical transformation to arrive to conclusion
about instability of corresponding Euclidean theory. This follows from the fact that Q enters as a factor in front of the kinetic
term in the reduced action Eq.(18). So, existence of the region with Q < 0 would mean catastrophic particle creation (compare
[7]).
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This potential for m2 = 2; B = 0:12 and v = 0:5 has local maximum at ’top = 0:31250, and local minimum
(false vacuum) at ’false = 0:3571428. For this potential there exists the Coleman-De Luccia bounce solution with
’0 = 0:1123579. We solved numerically quantum mechanical Schro¨dinger equation Eq.(27) for this potential and
found exactly one bound state with the energy E = −3:7851. Proles for the Coleman-De Luccia bounce, quantum
mechanical potential U and corresponding negative mode in proper time ,  =
R
ad, are shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2
respectively. Note that the factor QE is positive denite quantity for this case.
To conclude we have investigated the dynamics of small homogeneous perturbations in closed FRW model coupled
to scalar eld. Using the gauge conditions Eq.(14) we reduced the system of coupled perturbations Eq.(7) to the
dynamical system Eq.(18) with one physical degree of freedom. The Lorentzian quadratic action Eq.(18) is well
dened and has correct overall sign. Investigating Euclidean quadratic action Eq.(25) we found a counter example
to the so-called \no-negative mode" theorem [11] on false vacuum decay with gravity. Detailed numerical study of
dierent cases will be presented in a separate publication. Another question which needs further investigation is the
understanding of the role of conguration with negative factor QE : is it real physical instability or it is the failure of
our unconstrained description.
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FIG. 1. Scale factor a and scalar eld ' for the Coleman-De Luccia bounce.
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FIG. 2. The potential U and the negative mode q corresponding to the Coleman-De Luccia bounce shown in Fig.1.
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